Sequential FISH analysis using competitive displacement of labelled peptide nucleic acid probes for eight chromosomes in human blastomeres.
The aim was to introduce a new strategy based on peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probes and competitive displacement for using fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) analysis on human blastomeres. Sequential FISH analysis with PNA probes and competitive displacement was performed using three different probe sets. The first set consisted of labelled probe only. The second and third sets included labelled as well as unlabelled probe, corresponding to the labelled probes in the previous cycles. The probes for enumeration were for chromosome 1, 13, 16, 17, 18, 21, X and Y. The performance of PNA probes was similar to the established DNA probes. The strategy of competitive displacement resulted in a destabilization of already bound probe before the next FISH cycle at only 50 degrees C, which allowed for up to five sequential FISH cycles without loss of signal. PNA probes are a good alternative to DNA probes in the present set-up, since the low temperature required both for binding and destabilization of PNA probes minimizes the loss of signal, and several FISH cycles can therefore be carried out before FISH errors occur.